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Dan Foley
Audio Precision
President ALMA International

On behalf of the Executive Committee and Board of Directors, I welcome you to ALMA
International Symposium & Expo 2018. AISE is our keystone event that everyone in
ALMA and our membership looks forward to with great anticipation. Like many trade
shows, we offer education, networking, exhibitors and more. Like no other trade show,
our targeted professional audience offers unparalleled opportunities to make and
retain quality business and technical relationships. We look forward to seeing old
friends that come back year after year, and to making new ones that will grow ALMA
International and the vitality of the audio industry.
Our theme; “The Revolution in the Audio Signal Chain” marks a key turning point in
our industry and for ALMA International. The recognition of the increased and
expanding interdependence of every component in the audio signal chain is vital to the
loudspeaker industry. ALMA will be at the forefront of addressing the issues and opportunities. We invite all of those engaged in the signal chain to join the conversation.
In addition to the over 35 hours of outstanding content, we hope that you will attend
some of our key events at AISE 2018.
 Student Launchpad meet and greet on Friday, January 5 in NAPA C at 5PMall invited
 President’s Dinner at the Garden Buffet on the Casino floor starting at 6PM,
January 5- all invited
 Annual ALMA Banquet on Saturday, January 6 starting at 6:30PM in Grand
Ballroom B– All Access Pass holders
 Annual Members Meeting on Sunday, January 7 at 11AM in NAPA A/B- All
Access Pass holders
 Annual open Board Member Meeting on Monday, January 8 from 9AM to
4PM in Monarch Meeting room- all current Members welcome


Our new venue at South Point Hotel & Casino makes a statement about where we are
going. Bigger. Better. Full of possibilities and opportunities. We are excited about the
changes and about what is to come. Your opinion is important to us. Let us know what
you think!

You are cordially invited to attend our annual open Members Meeting on
Sunday at 11AM in NAPA A/B followed by a Roundtable discussion about
Intellectual Property theft.
Annual Open Board of Directors Meeting on Monday, January 8 in
Monarch room. Join us and help guide
2 the Board to serve you better!
Breakfast and Lunch served.

General Event Information














On site registration is open starting January 5, 2018 from Noon to 5PM
Exhibitor set up is on Friday, January 5, 2018 from 8AM to 5PM 3
Student Launch Pad- Student/Educator Reception on Friday, January 5 from
5PM to 6PM in NAPA C. ALL are welcome. No cost to attend. Refreshments.
President’s Dinner– From 6:00PM at the Garden Buffet on the Casino Floor.
All are welcome. No fee to attend. Everyone pays for own food and drink.
Seminars, Papers, Forums, and Advertorials– Open from 8AM on January 6 &
7, 2018 and close at 6PM on Saturday. 5PM on Sunday. Sessions are in Napa
A/B, C, & D (directly across the hall from Exhibits and food service area)
Exhibits– open at 8AM both days of the show, and close at 6PM on Saturday,
5PM on Sunday. Door prizes and special events all day between sessions on
Exhibits floor. All attendees eligible. Must be present to win!
Food Services– Breakfast is served on Saturday and Sunday from 7:30AM to
9AM. Lunch is served from Noon to 1PM (Exhibitors only starting at
11:30AM). Annual Banquet and Award show is Saturday evening beginning at
6:30PM to 9PM. Food services are for ALL ACCESS PASS holders in Ballroom B.
Cocktail Time!- 6PM to 6:30PM on Saturday, and 5PM to 6PM Sunday.
Exhibits Breakdown– Sunday from 6PM to 8PM.
Annual open Board of Directors Meeting- Monday, January 8 from 9AM to
4PM. In Monarch Room. Breakfast & Lunch served. All Members welcome.
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G.R.A.S. Sound & Vibration
AISE2018 Product Showcase
Booth # 11
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Keynote Speaker
The Power of Audio…for your Brand
By Adrian Weidmann

5

Amazon is reportedly expected to ship over 10 million Alexa devices
in 2017 alone. Each device contains 7 audio transducers. Apple,
Google and Samsung are also marketing in-home smart audio devices.
Music and voice recognition are becoming the playlists of our digital
lives and experiences. We live in an era of cognition and brand storytelling where success demands that we acquire and understand
knowledge- then process these insights into the design of valued
products and share their stories with a global audience.
Adrian will share some perspectives on why and how audio plays a
vital role in developing and powering your brand- its products and
services in today’s digital world.

Adrian Weidmann started his professional career as an Electroacoustic Sales Engineer for
Brüel & Kjær in Denmark. He started the Brüel & Kjær Pro Audio Group (later becoming
DPA Microphones) and was responsible for the international introduction, marketing and
sales of the award-winning B&K 4000 Series professional microphones. He then went on to
work with Neve through the 1990’s and a digital signage start-up before striking out on his
own in 2003. Spanning more than 30 years of introducing various emerging digital media
technologies, Adrian now assists brands, retailers and agencies designing and creating
digital media strategies and activating intelligent cross-channel shopper marketing
communication and media delivery tactics that connect brands and shoppers whether at
home, in life or in-store. Adrian has been a pioneer in all aspects of digital media
communication from content creation, curation, configuration, publishing and delivery to
digitally empowered shoppers by way of media channels of their choice. He has merged his
unique perspective and insight to the art and science of digital media with analytical
business fundamentals to assist brands, retailers and their agencies alike to realize the full
potential of integrated cross-channel and digital shopper marketing and merchandising
experience solutions to enable integrated marketing conversion with measureable results.

Don’t miss our annual ALMA Banquet for exciting
announcements from ALMA President Dan Foley!
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Beryllium Driver Award
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ALMA International Is Pleased To Award Chris Strahm
The Coveted Beryllium Driver Award for
Lifetime Achievement
At The Annual Banquet at AISE 2018

Chris Strahm, founder and President of LinearX left us on November
25, 2016. Chris’ contributions to the audio industry dates back to the
1980’s and he was active and contributing to the industry continuously right up to his
untimely death. Just a few highlights of Chris’ accomplishments include:
 Founding partner in Audio Technology, Inc in 1988
 Developed Leap 4, LMS, and Electroformer
 Formed LinearX in 1993
 Developed LMX, VIBox, LT360 measurement turntable
Vance Dickason will present the award to Chris’ wife Susie, who has consented to attend
our Banquet and to receive the award for Chris.

ALMA International Is Pleased To Award Mike Oslac
The Coveted
Beryllium Driver Award for
Lifetime Achievement
At The Annual Banquet at AISE 2018
Mike Oslac purchased Oxford Speaker (Oxford) in 1976, building it into a successful
OEM speaker manufacturing company that accomplished many firsts in the US Loudspeaker Industry. Michael was on the leading edge of establishing automation in manufacturing. He also founded Oxford International, Ltd to bring US loudspeaker manufacturing to the OEM global community. Michael and his team maintained Oxford's leadership role as a global supplier to the US Automotive Industry in the '80's and 90's.
Harman International Industries (Harman) purchased Oxford in 1997 leading Michael to
move from Chicago to California to serve as Vice President of Strategic Operations for
Harman from 1997 to 2001. Mike passed away on August 26th this year. Dan Digre will
present the award to long time friend Ben Carnevale

ALMA International Presents Mike Klasco With The Gold
Driver Award For Continued Service to ALMA International
At The Annual Banquet at AISE 2018
Mike Klasco is the president of Menlo Scientific Ltd, providing
consulting services to the audio industry for 35 years. Known as the small company
with big clients, Menlo has undertaken product development guidance and sourcing for
large and small clients. Mike also contributes regularly to Voice Coil magazine,
AudioXpress and The Audio Voice on-line newsletter.
Mike has consistently aided ALMA as an outspoken advocate to the industry for ALMA
6
and has been helpful in encouraging Membership in ALMA as well as

recruiting Exhibitors and Attendees for AISE. Dan Foley will present the award.
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Content Abstracts
Key to Content: Title has a number and letter preceding it.
Number is order on the schedule.
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Color of title indicates type of presentation ALMA function, Advertorial,
Papers, Seminars, Forums
1T WiSA Testing
by Justin St. Clair
WiSA compliance testing works to validate Interoperability, Audio Production,
and RF performance. It’s crucial to development partners that their products can
function as part of the WiSA ecosystem. It’s crucial to the WiSA association that
customers who purchase WiSA certified products experience seamless interoperation across brands.
The needs of both are served by the Certification Tests developed in tandem
with WiSA and the Technical Advisory Committee which is comprised by key
WiSA members.
The Certification Testing includes Interoperability, Audio Production, and RF
Performance aspects. The interoperability portion validates proper interactions
between Transmitters and Receivers in close proximity to simply gauge proper
implementation of required features. The audio portion focuses on uninterrupted
audio at all supported sample rates at specific input volumes. And finally, the RF
portion evaluates proper transmit power to ensure uninterrupted transmission of
data to each Receiver unit.
WiSA also recognizes that desired features and new wireless devices are always
emerging and our goal is to review and modify and/or update the Test
Specification as needed. Proposed changes to the Test Specification are
reviewed by TAC members for approval and implemented when accepted by all
parties. We do this to support new features and to mitigate risks swiftly in a
rapidly changing market.
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Content Abstracts
2T Challenges in Design of High-Performance Compression Drivers
by Alex Voishvillo,Harman
Professional Solutions
12
Compression drivers are widely used because of major two advantages: high
efficiency and controlled sound pressure coverage. But, many manufacturers
are incapable of designing and manufacturing high-performance compression
drivers because:
 Little technical information is available.
 Minimization of the frequency response irregularity and nonlinear

distortion level is difficult.
 Manufacturing tolerances are extremely tight.
 Misunderstanding “air” resonances and their interaction with the diaphragm’s resonances.
 Misunderstanding the interactions of the numerous cavities inside a
compression driver.
The paper discusses the two major types of compression drivers: dome and
annular flexural diaphragm and compares and contrast their inherent mechanical resonances, their respective frequencies and modal densities, and materials (thermoformed polymer films, titanium). The paper discusses symmetric
and asymmetric dual compression drivers as a feasible solution. Also discussed are various solutions to the “smearing” of acoustical signals coming
from a compression chamber and how to “tame” their detrimental resonances.

3T End of Line Testing Track Opening Panel
Moderated by Laurie Fincham Panelists: Kent Peterson, Steve Temme,
George Schmidle, Steve Willenborg
Opening discussion of the current state of End of Line Testing, the content of
the EOL track to be presented, and content that the attendees would like to
see addressed and questions answered.
4T The End of Line Testing Environment and Test Enclosures
by Kent Peterson
It’s no secret that most end of line testing happens in noisy environments. The
question is; how does one quantify that environment and take steps to ensure
a quality EOL measurement while minimizing false failures? This discussion
will examine measured noise levels in an operational speaker manufacturing
plant, how to mitigate that noise and the current state of software based noise
immunity platforms. We will examine a recently manufactured test enclosure,
its pros and cons, material transmission loss selection and a comparison to
factory noise measurements, isolation12
techniques and the internal
semi-anechoic environment. We’ll also discuss the safety of your employees,
review OSHA noise guidelines and how you can determine if and when there
may be a safety concern.
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5T Evaluation of Audio Test Methods and Measurements for End- ofLine Loudspeaker Quality Control by Steve Temme
In order to minimize costly warranty repairs, loudspeaker OEMS impose tight
specifications and a “total quality” requirement on their part suppliers. At the
same time, they also require low prices. This makes it important for driver
manufacturers and contract manufacturers to work with their OEM customers
to define reasonable specifications and tolerances. They must understand
both how the loudspeaker OEMS are testing as part of their incoming QC
and also how to implement their own end-of-line measurements to ensure
correlation between the two.
Specifying and testing loudspeakers can be tricky since loudspeakers are
inherently nonlinear, time-variant and effected by their working conditions &
environment. This paper examines the loudspeaker characteristics that can
be measured, and discusses common pitfalls and how to avoid them on a
loudspeaker production line. Several different audio test methods and measurements for end-of- the-line speaker quality control are evaluated, and the
most relevant ones identified. Speed, statistics, and full traceability are also
discussed.
6B Product Development Process Control Planning
by Steve Willenborg
A Control Plan is a method for documenting the functional elements of quality
control that are to be implemented in order to assure that quality standards
are met for a particular product or service. The intent of the control plan is to
formalize and document the system of control that will be utilized. The
objective of this paper is to formalize a methodology for the development of
products from the initial design intent with the western based Brand
companies to the manufacturing within the Asian based OEM/ODM facilities.
The paper will focus on a five-phase development approach including stage
gates with clear metrics and how to control the quality of the product via a
documented system. It provides a systematic, timely, and controlled process that
benefits a project’s stakeholders. This helps Project Managers on both sides of the
development process define what needs are to be accomplished before moving
onto the next phase of a project.
13
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7T End of Line Test Concepts To Achieve and Maintain Yield and Quality
in High Volume Loudspeaker Production by Gregor Schmidle
Keeping up consistent yield and quality in a high volume loudspeaker
production environment requires a well designed manufacturing and test
processes. There are many possible reasons for variations. Within a single
production line, variations can be caused by fluctuations in the quality of
subcomponent material, changes in the manufacturing and assembly processes, as well as variance in environmental influences. Commonly, several
production lines of the same type are operated in parallel, introducing line-toline deviations. In many cases, these production lines are spread across
multiple facilities.
This paper describes the aspects of the loudspeaker end of line test system in
the manufacturing process. The first goal is to avoid or at least minimize
variation by design where possible. The remaining deviations should be
constantly monitored and analyzed.

8T The Future of End Of Line Testing

by Jonathan Novick

There are smart-phones, smart-TVs, smart-everything, except smartspeakers. The basic raw speaker is still a “dumb” component that doesn’t
communicate back to the systems they are used in. There is every reason to
believe that this will not always be the case. Many of the technologies being
developed for the Internet-of-Things could easily find their way into speakers.
This session will explore the concept of “smart” speakers, the benefits they
could offer and how they translate into end-of-line testing. Jonathan Novick
has assembled a diverse panel representing many parts of the supply chain
to discuss these possibilities.
Jonathan Novick, has over 30 years of experience in test & measurement and
has been actively involved in the Consumer Technology Association's audio
standards efforts for many years. For more than a decade, he has been
selling audio test solutions to design engineers and production teams alike.

14
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9T End of Line Testing Track Closing Panel
15
Moderated by Laurie Fincham Panelists: Kent Peterson, Steve Temme,
George Schmidle, Steve Willenborg
Closing discussion of the End of Line Testing sessions and the content of
the EOL track. Comments, questions and answers from attendees by the
presenters
10T Advanced ANC Headphone Measurements
by Jacob Soendergaard
Active Noise Cancellation (ANC) in headphones has been available for
several years, and has seen significant improvements in the amount of
peak attenuation achievable. Typically the performance will be assessed by
comparing spectrums of ANC OFF and ANC ON, with the headphone exposed to simple broadband noise signals.
This presentation will offer a look at a more realistic test scenario that better
stresses the DSP and microphones in the headphones. Additionally, this
presentation will introduce several other metrics and algorithms that can be
applied to better gauge headphone ANC performance and relate to the
perception of the “annoyance” of the residual noise.
11T Preparing Speech Data for Testing of Automatic Speech
Recognition Systems by Jesse Gratke
An essential component of testing Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) systems is the creation of a suitable database of speech utterances and background noise scenarios. This seminar is designed to instruct attendees on
how to properly record, playback, and process speech used in the testing of
ASR systems.
Seminar Outline :
 Introduction
 Speech Recording Methods
 Speech Playback Fundamentals
 Digital Speech Processing Fundamentals
 Questions & Answers

15
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12T Advances in Tinsel Wire For Micro Speakers and Larger Drivers
by Ian Ko
Maeden has created over a thousand types of tinsel leads for speakers.
Tinsel is a critical part of the speaker, from micro speaker to worlds biggest
subwoofer. There are many ways of connection from terminal to voice coil,
from free air, or from the spider or through the bridge. No matter how you
connect to the voice coil, if you chose the wrong wire, the tinsel lead will fail
and the speaker will malfunction. Maeden is very well known for innovating
new wire technology. Maeden is releasing two new types of tinsel wire for
both Micro Speaker and Woofer. The new generation micro speaker wire had
a significant increase in performance under fatigue and greater flexibility. The
most important point of this new technology is that Maeden has found a way
to keep the same outside diameter or reduce, but handle much higher power,
which means lower conductor resistance on the wire. The woofer wire is also
a brand new construction that Maeden finally find a balance in between
fatigue, stiffness and performance – This types of wire are mainly start to use
in Automotive industry because the fatigue performance is one of the best
and only this type of wire can handle million cycles of automotive testing
requirements. The presentation will also release how Maeden runs simulation
tests and the procedure used by Maeden to recommend the best wire for the
customers.

13T Learning from Production by Robert Werner
In many cases, production testing is a necessary burden required to make
sure that the audio product fulfills the specification sheet data and that no
defective units are shipped to the customer. At the same time it is
necessary to ensure that the yield rate is as close to 100% as possible to
be profitable and save resources.
Modern production test systems provide fast and reliable means for
automatic quality control of audio systems at the end of the line or for
incoming goods inspection, based on objective parameters. Limits are
defined to make a simple Pass/Fail decision or to assign different quality
grades. At this stage the task of production testing usually ends. The
resulting data is mostly omitted or only stored for traceability purpose.
(cont’d next pg)
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(cont’d from previous page)
Nowadays, where “big data” plays an important role even in our everyday
life, this is a waste of opportunities although the full complexity of the term
may sound intimidating. At the same time normal process control
strategies are not always suitable for the specifics of loudspeakers. This
workshop discusses how you can exploit the production test data of your
audio product, both on and off the production line. It addresses topics like
optimal limit definition based on long term statistics, selecting “golden
units”, using smart algorithms (cluster analysis) for root cause analysis
(“golden defects”) and automatic on-line classification, handling rare error
patterns, reducing data complexity, closing the QC-R&D loop, control
rules and trend analysis for early rejects detection and smart process
control.
14B Perspectives In Product Development: Maximizing Economics
and Expectations
Some companies excel at releasing the right product at the right time with
the right design and specs. Others miss the mark even when the concept
is sound. Why? Communication, teamwork, and a thorough understanding of realistic expectations must be employed at every level. That is a
start. What else is needed? How do we implement change to assure cost
effective rapid development and deployment of products and technology?
This panel discussion assembles a variety of representatives from the
manufacturing side of audio, as well as the engineering side, and the consumer perspective to discuss successes, failures, and ways to do better.
Moderated by Adrian Weidmann, our panelists include Alan Babb, Dan
Digre, Steve Willenborg, Richard Little, and Dan Wiggins.
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15T What's New in Headphone Technology? by Mike Klasco
Headphone product developers wondering what features, functions and
technology can enhance their next headphone design should attend. New
transducer technologies as well as refinements to more conventional
topologies are coming. Diaphragm materials are always a good place to
start. Graphene both as a diaphragm material but also as a component of an
electrostatic speaker was touched upon in my other talk but there is also new
materials for the other headphone components.
Bio-polymer injection molding wood composites are being used for
headphone driver frames to ear cups enable thicker wall construction and
more heroic ribbing without sink marks or shrinkage issues results in
resonance-free sound reproduction.
Advanced ear cushion designs with heat absorbing moisture wicking when
combined with super-compliant felts achieve higher passive isolation yet are
more comfortable for longer listening periods.Non-tangling elastic cables for
audio and USB applications boast zero microphonics (cable vibration noise
transmission) and can bungee stretch over 40% their “at rest” length. Active
headphones can offer active noise cancelation, self-administered hearing
exam diagnostics and compensation, immersive spatial experience, not to
mention hi-res wireless, USB-C connection, or superior amplification with
balanced interface for the purists.
Who says there is nothing new in headphones?
16T NEW FINE QC 2018 & NEW FINE R+D 2018 by Peter Larsen
The New multi-channel FINE QC has 3 microphone channels, with one
microphone sensing Factory Noise, which may corrupt measurements. The
two independent main microphone channels perform completely separate
SPL measurements with different limits including FINEBuzz Rub & Buzz.
This way you can measure both far- and nearfield responses with
independent Rub & Buzz limits, easily set by measuring some GOOD and
BAD units. GRAS and LOUDSOFT (DPA) microphones connects directly to
the Phantom input without extra preamplifiers. The new improved FINE
R+D version has 48, 96 and 192 kHz sampling using a new completely new
hardware platform. It now performs IMD measurements including
Modulation Distortion and Difference Frequency Distortion. Further
18
extended high accuracy impedance measurements are possible.

Content Abstracts
17B The Power of Brand (new edition) by Adrian Weidmann

19

This workshop will define 'Brand' and explore its power and importance for
the commercial success of your product development and/or service- be it a
microphone, a loudspeaker, department or yourself. Developing, defining
and maintaining your brand and its message may the most important
'product' you will ever develop. This session will explore the power of Brand
and outline seven key components to define your brand. The session will
include an innovative and active workshop exercise where you and your
colleagues will work together collaboratively in developing your own brand
story.
18T A Statistical Model That Predicts Listener Sound Quality
Preferences of In-Ear Headphones
by Sean Olive, Todd Welti, and Omid Khonsaripour
A statistical model is described that predicts listener preference ratings of inear (IE) headphones based on the difference in its frequency magnitude response compared to the response of the Harman IE headphone target
curve. The model was developed and validated using preference ratings of
30 different models of IE headphones gathered from 71 listeners both
trained and untrained. The model’s accuracy based on the agreement between the predicted versus measured headphone preference rating is good
(Pearson correlation coefficient r = 0.91) with an error of 5.5 %, or 5.5 points
on a 100-point preference scale.
19B Audio Engineering As Consumer Content: What Was Once Only
Behind The Scenes Can Influence Consumers by Jude Mansilla
Audio manufacturers often make large investments in engineering staff and
professional test equipment for design and validation. The audio enthusiast
community has taken an increasingly keen interest in the kinds of audio
measurements performed by these engineers in their labs. As a result,
many enthusiasts are building homegrown measurement systems and posting their audio measurements on forums and blogs. These enthusiastgenerated measurements have played a significant role in influencing
online reviews of audio gear, though many of these measurements do not
include any specific information about how they were made.
With their strong and growing interest in measurements and the engineering behind audio products, there exist opportunities for the knowledge and
work that has mostly existed behind the scenes to educate and influence
the enthusiasts who both buy your products
and influence the purchasing
19
decisions of others.
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20T Delay Measurements in Micro Transducers for ANC
20
by Erik Wiederholtz
Get a better understanding of the contributors for latency in ANC systems
caused by micro-speakers, Balanced armatures, and MEMS microphones
with focus towards in-ear ANC system applications. Key to understanding
the best possible ANC feedback loop with the least latency involves not only
the acoustics but also the best transducers and how to apply them. Some
insight into how to test delay will also be covered.
Erik Wiederholtz, Bsc EET and currently working towards a Masters in
Acoustics, is Staff Audio Development Engineer at Knowles Corporation,
Erik has spent 20+ years in the audio industry with design work in Car audio,
Home audio, Pro audio, Hearing aids, Military applications, and Earphones.
Knowles Corporation (NYSE: KN) is a market leader and global supplier of
advanced micro-acoustic, audio processing, and specialty component
solutions, serving the mobile consumer electronics, communications,
medical, military, aerospace, and industrial markets.
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21B The Benefits of Wireless, High-Definition Multi-Channel Audio in
the Current and Future Home Theater Landscape by Tony Ostrom
Decreasing audio capabilities of televisions coupled with the proliferation of
simplified audio solutions and the large amount of multi-channel content
coming into the home has our industry poised for a true home theater
resurgence provided we can offer simple, user-friendly solutions. This
presentation will discuss the current state of home audio and home theater
in our industry, the ways in which content is absorbed and how we can
utilize WiSA interoperable wireless technology to allow brands, retailers and
consumers to create amazing home theater experiences easier than ever
before.

22T Design of the new Bruel & Kjaer High Frequency Head and Torso
Simulator (HATS) type 5128. by Vince Rey
In response to the trend towards high-quality audio in mobile phones and the
increasing popularity of headphones and headsets for communication and
entertainment, Brüel & Kjær has developed the new High-frequency Head
and Torso Simulator (HATS) Type 5128.
High-frequency HATS addresses the need for realistic, accurate and repeatable acoustic measurements across the full range of human hearing. The
HATS also provides a large area of silicon rubber around the pinna to enable
much better sealing of circum-aural (surrounding the ear) headphones. Highfrequency HATS extends the measurement capabilities to higher frequency
ranges than those in currently available head and torso simulators.
High-frequency HATS features a human-like ear canal and an occluded ear
simulator that provides the correct acoustic impedance across the full frequency range. The ear simulators come with associated electronic calibration
information via the transducer electronic datasheet (TEDS). By accurately
replicating the audio response of the human ear, High-frequency HATS provides unprecedented precision in audio testing of consumer products up to 20
kHz. In addition, the performance of the mouth has also been improved. It
now incorporates a Class D amplifier and can provide an equalized output to
14 kHz, and beyond. This significantly improves the correlation between subjective and objective evaluation of the audio performance of smart devices
and accessories, ensures industry-leading audio quality for new products in
21 in time for print. See online
23T COMSOL (Abstract not submitted
Program)
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24B Dealing with Intellectual Property Copying, Piracy, and Theft Issues
by J. Andrew McKinney
A seminar on best practices, options, and where/how the law does and
doesn't work in response to the theft of product ideas and intellectual
property, including in a Trade Show context.
This seminar will examine a hypothetical fact pattern and then briefly survey
the law and available remedies:
This seminar presents hypothetical association members A and B with a few
thorny problems, including:
 How should the association respond to A’s take down request and
what are the legal implications which may arise from taking any public
position on A’s statements or on B’s actions?
 What are the legal remedies available to A for B’s alleged
misappropriation of A’s hard work?
 What are the likely costs for and outcomes from pursuit of A’s legal
remedies, in the US, or in other countries?
 There are treaties which extend Intellectual Property (“IP”) protection
beyond US borders, and we will explore how the various forms of IP
may extend across borders. Also, even a foreign based Company (like
B), if selling in the US, is subject to US IP ownership and Tort claims,
which means this alleged infringement should be examined from a transactional perspective (who, doing what, where and when). These issues
and others will be addressed including comments and concerns of and by
attendees. Because of the size and scope of the subject, there may be
time constraints as to what issues we may address. Expect a lively and
informative interactive discussion.
25S Open Standards Committee Meeting
Committee Chairs: John Busenitz and Andrew Grunloh
All are welcome to attend in open discussion.

22
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26T Bleeding Edge Speaker and Mic Technologies for 2018 23
By Mike Klasco
Radically different microphone and speaker technologies are leaving research
labs and heading for commercialization this coming year. At least some of
these innovations will be game-changing and impact our options for designing
products.
Today MEMs mics have global dominance in mobile electronics like smartphones to voice command appliances. The golden age is still off for MEMs
loudspeakers but already a half dozen contenders, each with uniquely
different solutions from graphene to piezo to electret to heterodyne schemes.
Meanwhile all MEMs mics have been capacitive but piezo MEMs are already
in appearing in consumer products and are delivering enhanced robustness,
lower noise and longer battery life. Graphene electrostatic MEMs mics also
are on the near horizon. Still another mic technology altogether is the optical
mic, and these are being developed by competing groups. The promise of
phenomenal noise rejection is realistic.
Besides speakers and mics, we have speaker enclosure super-absorbent
stuffing that "virtually" expands box volume 20% to 40% beyond reality. The
designer can trade-off size or bass from smartphone sub-enclosures to high
power subwoofers.
27T The Challenge of Testing Modern Headphones and the Test
Equipment Available Today by Peter Wulf-Anderson
Headphones have developed significantly over the past 15 years with
improvements of performance and introduction of additional features such
as Active Noise Cancellation and Bluetooth connection.
This has resulted in new demands for more advanced and accurate
measurements and tests in both production and development. The standard
devices for testing the acoustic performance has been the ear couplers and
ear simulators like the standardized IEC60318- 1 and IEC60318-4 couplers.
These ear couplers and ear simulators were however designed and
developed more than 40 years ago for testing telephones and hearing aids
with, at that time limited frequency and dynamic range.
Two new ear couplers, based on the IEC60318-4 standard, will be presented
here. One is designed to measure very low noise levels and can test the
performance of ANC and Bluetooth headphones. It will allow measurements
down to the threshold of the human ear and can therefore give objective
measurements of the noise floor as perceived by the listener. The other type
is optimized to give a reproducible output at high frequencies from 10kHz –
20kHz. This will not only improve production line tests but also a better
23
measurement of harmonic distortion both THD and Rub & Buz.
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Marketplace by John Clough
PCB will launch new Precision Test & Measurement instruments into the
Professional Audio Marketplace. PCB Piezotronics has developed
products with unique design characteristics for markets that demand unique
performance specifications. We have a microphone which displays flat
response to 100kHz. We also provide an ICP® powered low noise
microphone system which measures 5.5dB (typical). This wide product
range was demanded in the Aerospace & Automotive space that we’ve
served for years. We intend to leverage the production volume we have built
over more than 50 years of manufacturing here in the United States.
Professional Audio target markets include:
Recording studios, live music events
 Recording Engineers, Consultants, Theatres
 Ear buds and headphone manufacturers
In addition, PCB® provides a broad portfolio of test and measurement sensors including accelerometers, microphoness (including 48V), Sound Level
Meters (SLM), acoustic couplers and test fixtures.
29T Testing of Automotive Audio Systems by Jesse Gratke
The most typical ways of measuring the audio system in an automobile require traditional measurements that include: Frequency response (FR), Total
Harmonic Distortion (THD), and sound pressure level (SPL). The FR, THD,
and SPL are usually measured at nominal and then stepped up to maximum.
However, most audio systems are typically tuned and validated subjectively.
Therefore, a set list of tracks and music are listened to and recorded in the
vehicle. These recordings can then be accurately played back using a highfidelity playback system and a jury analysis can be conducted.
A method of a Jury evaluation of a vehicle audio system will be presented.
The jury results provide insight on how the audio system was perceived and
how it may or may not relate to the traditional objective metrics. Some research on tuning an audio system based on a method related to human
equal loudness contours vs a method with a flat frequency response will also
be presented.
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30T Challenges of IoT Smart Speaker Testing by Dan Knighten
Quantitatively measuring the audio characteristics of IoT (Internet of Things)
smart speakers presents several novel challenges. We discuss overcoming
the practical challenges of testing such devices and demonstrate how to
measure frequency response, distortion, and other common audio
characteristics. In order to make these measurements, several measurement
techniques and algorithms are presented that allow us to move past the
practical difficulties presented by this class of emerging audio device. We
discuss test equipment requirements, selection of test signals and especially
overcoming the challenges around injecting and extracting test signals from
the device.
31T Green Speaker Design Reproduction with Maximum Efficiency
by Wolfgang Klippel, KLIPPEL GmbH
Besides horn-loaded compression loudspeakers, most direct radiating loudspeakers convert only a fraction of the electrical energy into sound. The low
efficiency generates not only a heat problem but also shortens the battery
lifetime in portable applications. There is a greater need to increase the
output while reducing the electrical power consumptions. This workshop
discusses the physical limitations and the practical design of passive transducers, where efficiency is one of the most important design goals. This
approach requires adaptive control based on digital signal processing to
cope with nonlinearities and other time varying properties inherent in efficient transducers. The amalgamation of passive transducer design, digital
signal processing and system integration requires reliable loudspeaker
models and meaningful characteristics in order to simplify the communication and to evaluate the product. This new paradigm is illustrated with woofers used in automotive and professional applications and with microspeakers used in personal sound equipment.
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32T Carbon Nanotube (CNT) Transducers; Recent Developments and
Applications
by Mahsa Asgarisabet, Andrew R. Barnard Michigan Technological University
Carbon nanotube (CNT) Transducers are a new type of non-moving,
ultra-light-weight, flexible, and stretchable thin-film transducers that produce
sound with the thermoacoustic effect, in oppose to commercial transducers.
The simple structure of CNT transducers includes only two electrodes and
CNT thin film with the approximate mass per unit area of 1.5 μg/cm. These
transducers are useful in many applications where the lightweight subsystems
are needed such as consumer electronics, automotive and aerospace industries.
These types of transducers has been under research and development since
2006. This presentation includes all the research areas on CNT transducers
in Dynamic systems laboratory at Michigan Technological University. An
electrical-thermal-acoustic model of planar and non-planar CNT transducers
in COMSOL Multiphysics is presented. Also, the design of a co-axial CNT
speaker for the automotive exhaust active noise control application is discussed. The current exhaust noise cancellation systems use different external
conventional speakers to cancel out the noise of the exhaust. Based on the
space limitations inside the exhaust tube, a specific size and shape of the
lightweight CNT speaker can be used instead of using many conventional
speakers. In addition, the other applications of CNT transducers such as
microphone and helicopter blades deicer are presented.
33T The Benefits of a Non-rotational Symmetrical Voice Coil
by Dennis Hansen
Traditionally loudspeaker transducers have been designed using a circular
voice coil. Numerous reasons for this rotational symmetric design are obvious
in the design phase and especially with regards to production of the drivers.
The circular design however has some structural drawbacks that mostly results in acoustical distortion. In an attempt to avoid this misbehavior of a loudspeaker diaphragm a driver using an elliptical voice coil have been designed.
This presentation will go through the design process of the Ellipticor drivers.
The benefits of a non-rotational symmetrical system will be documented with
acoustical measurements (SPL, distortion) and Klippel Scans of the diaphragm movement. In the end of the 26
presentation there will be time for discussion of this subject.
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34T Fast Measurement Under Simulated Free Field Conditions
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by Wolfgang Klippel
Evaluating the loudspeaker performance requires a measurement of the sound
pressure output in the far field of the source under free field condition. If the
available test room does not fulfill this condition, it is common practice to
generate a simulated free field response by separating the direct sound from
the room reflection based on windowing and holographic processing. This
paper presents a new technique that performs a filtering of the measured
sound pressure signal with a complex compensation function prior to common
time and frequency analysis. The influence of room, near field and positioning
error is compensated in the measured frequency response and nonlinear
distortion characteristics. Different methods are presented for generating the
compensation function based on a reference response measured under
anechoic conditions and a test response measured under in-situ conditions.
Benefits and particularities are demonstrated by practical measurements using
different kinds of test signals.
35T Why Testing Voice Coil Position in Production Line and How?
by Robert Werner, KLIPPEL GmbH
The performance of loudspeakers at high levels is limited by nonlinear and
thermal mechanisms related to motor and suspension as well as geometric
constraints. Such transducer characteristics reduce the acoustical output,
affect the speaker system alignment, cause unstable behavior and create
audible nonlinear distortions such as intermodulation and harmonic distortion.
In the R&D process, it is important to understand the whole complexity and
effect of nonlinear transducer characteristics for optimal design with respect to
the target application and quality. In production this matter is less complex,
but still crucial. Most parameters can be considered as consistent because
they are defined by transducer design (e.g. motor geometry). However, basic
characteristics such as voice coil position and suspension properties may
vary significantly during production and as a consequence, seriously degrade
the large signalperformance of the delivered product. Testing nonlinear symptoms, such as total harmonic distortion and applying simple pass/fail limits
may prevent shipping bad units, but it is not sufficient for diagnostics and
early defect detection. For example, it does not indicate whether the distortion
is caused by the motor or the suspension and how it can be fixed (direction
and quantity of coil offset). This paper discusses which large signal
transducer parameters are important in production, how they are measured
and how they can be used for root cause analysis and process control in
27 signal parameter testing in R&D and
order to maximize yield. Interfacing large
QC is addressed as well.
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36T Time Domain Modeling of Electroacoustic Systems Including an
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Accurate Model of Eddy Current Behavior by Stephen C. Thompson
Time domain modeling of electroacoustic systems may be necessary to
include nonlinear effects in the mechanical and magnetic domains of the
system. Eddy current behavior, while strictly linear (assuming no magnetic
saturation), nonetheless has a frequency dependent behavior that has not
been directly modeled in the time domain. However, a recent paper
describes an analog circuit model that can accurately model eddy current
behavior. While the exact model requires an infinite component count, a
model that is limited to the audio band has a reasonable component count.
The present paper will demonstrate the use of this new eddy current model
in a full nonlinear electroacoustic system model of a loudspeaker system.
37T Testing of High-End Audio Systems Objective by Brian MacMillan
When looking at the high-end audio market, there’s a wide variety of
products ranging from well- designed top-notch audio devices with solid
technical specifications, to gadgets that appear rather esoteric and whose
effects cannot be evaluated objectively. The latter are not in the scope of this
paper but only audio devices and systems that are designed based on solid
audio-engineering work. This paper describes best practice examples of
objective measurements on high-end audio devices. This is seen from two
views:
The first view describes the typical measurements on different devices along
the signal chain, from the signal source, to the amplifier, over the cables to
the loudspeakers and also the room in which the system is installed.
The second view covers the different measurements at different life-cycle
stages of the various devices, from R&D, to incoming QC, end of line QC,
installation of the system as well as service and maintenance.
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38B How Limiting Audio Reproduction Bandwidth to 20 kHz May
Also Be Limiting Your Potential Market by Dan Foley
High-resolution audio, currently defined as a minimum sampling rate of 96
kHz, is now the rage in the audio industry. From its inception, the
majority of audio manufacturers designed their products with a bandwidth
not exceeding 20 kHz. Electronics, in particular converter-based
products, can extend bandwidth to beyond 100 kHz but the vast majority
of loudspeakers start rolling off above 20 kHz. This bandwidth limitation
makes sense if musical instruments have little-to-no acoustic energy
above 20 kHz. But what if there is energy present when music is being
created? To determine if this is the case, Dan Foley worked with
students from Worcester Polytechnic Institute to conduct an experiment to
determine whether or not common musical instruments generate
ultrasonic energy at typical microphone recording positions in a studio
environment. A trumpet, violin, conga drum, nylon string guitar, and a
soprano vocalist were individually recorded using a typical studio
microphone as well as two well-known measurement microphones with a
flat response to well above 20 kHz. The experiment results will be
presented showing that many of these instruments do produce ultrasonic
energy with some as high as 80 kHz. How these findings may impact the
loudspeaker industry will also be discussed in regards to emerging
high-resolution audio formats.
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1B Justin St. Clair’s background in Tech and passion for
music has culminated in a career delivering both to the
consumer electronic space. From Quality Assurance in the
early 2000’s, then later leading a team of Video Game
developers, and now on to his current role as Technical
Director for WiSA he’s been able to be part of the latest
innovations in many emerging technologies.
He is currently guiding new implementations of customer products through
development and driving them through testing and to certification. His
motivation to educate and empower customers has led to most WiSA
certification submissions receiving a passing grade on the first pass.
In the coming months, Justin is eagerly anticipating submissions from several
WiSA members who have products under development.
2T Dr. Alex Voishvillo Senior Manager, Transducer
Engineering at JBL Professional, graduated from the State
University of Telecommunications in Saint Petersburg,
Russia. From 1977 to 1995 he worked at Popov Institute for
Radio and Acoustics. While there he designed loudspeaker
systems and studio monitors and did research on
loudspeakers. He is the author of numerous publications on
transducers and loudspeaker systems including an
engineering book on loudspeaker theory and design published in Russia in
1985. In his PhD work he used random search-based adaptive method of
global optimization for design of loudspeaker crossover networks. He is a
leading specialist in design, research, and development of professional high
frequency transducers. Some of his designs are subjects of patenting.
Alexander holds patents on new transducers; he has authored publications in
JAES; and presented papers at AES and ASA conventions and meetings. He
actively participates in the AES Standard Com-mittee's working group on
loudspeaker modeling and measurement, and in the AES Technical
Committee on loudspeakers. He is a reviewer of the Journal of the Audio
Engineering Society. In 2008 he was awarded AES Fellowship for his
advanced work in horn drivers and assessment of nonlinearity in audio
equipment. He’s a 2012 ALMA Titanium Driver Award recipient.
4T Kent Peterson is Warkwyn’s Sales and Marketing
Manager. In his over 25-year career in the audio
manufacturing, sales, marketing and acoustical consulting
fields Kent has worked with Electro-Voice, SEH Engineering,
HDR Engineering, and Williams Sound. Kent attended the
30 Duluth where he studied Music,
University of Minnesota
Communications and Acoustics. He is an expert EASE programmer and a
musician and producer with three Minnesota Music Awards to his credit.
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5T Steve Temme is founder and President of Listen, Inc.,
manufacturer of the SoundCheck audio test system. Steve
founded the company in 1995, and for over 20 years the
company has remained on the cutting edge of research into
audio measurement, regularly introducing new measurement
techniques, algorithms and hardware. Prior to founding Listen,
Steve worked for many years as an acoustic test and
measurement applications engineer at Brüel & Kjær, and also as a loudspeaker
design engineer at Apogee Acoustics. He holds a BSME from Tufts University,
has authored numerous papers on acoustic testing, and has lectured
extensively throughout the world.
6B Steve Willenborg is an industry veteran who has worked
for a variety of audio companies in his career including Harman
International, Zylux Acoustic Corporation, Tymphany (including
the Danish Sound Technology companies), Materion and
Eastech, Willenborg gained a unique perspective working first
as a Product Engineer and then developing into as a Business
Development Executive. With background in almost all audio markets
including Automotive (OEM & AM), Satellite radio, PC OEM, TV OEM, CE,
Headphone, Professional and commercial markets Willenborg will share his
vision for effective process controls during the development of products from
the Western Brands to the Asian Manufacturers.
7T Gregor Schmidle is Product Manager at NTi Audio in
Schaan, Liechtenstein. He completed a Bachelor of Science
degree at the Interstate University of Applied Sciences of
Technology in Buchs, Switzerland in 1992 and a Master of
Science degree at the University of Applied Sciences in Dornbirn,
Austria in 2004. Gregor has been in the audio and acoustic Test
& Measurement industry for 25 years. After working several years
at NEUTRIK as a hard and software developer, he continued his
career at NTI Audio as an applications support engineer. In his current
position, Gregor Schmidle is in charge of NTi Audio’s industrial key customers
worldwide.
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Jonathan Novick is a VP of Sales and Marketing at
Avermetrics and formerly served as Director of Sales for
Audio Precision. A graduate of Rennselaer Polytechnic
Institute, Jonathan has served on Committees in AES, CTA,
and ALMA.
10T Jacob Soendergaard is an Audio and Acoustics
aficionado privileged to be employed in the industry. Receiving
a B.Eng from Imperial College and MSc from University of
Sussex, Jacob spent the following 7 years working for GRAS
Sound & Vibration in a variety of technical and commercial
roles focusing primarily on the Consumer Audio and Hearing
Health industries. Since Jan 2016, Jacob transitioned to an Account Manager
role with HEAD acoustics Inc working with consumer, business, and military
customers on the goal of improving voice and conversational quality in their
products.
11T Jesse Gratke has been working in the area of Telecommunications Speech Quality for over 10 years. As a
Consulting Engineer for HEAD acoustics, Inc., Jesse
carries out projects for speech communication performance
testing and system optimization services for our
customers’ infotainment products and components.
During his previous position as an Audio and Acoustics Systems Engineer at
OnStar, he gained extensive experience designing,
developing, tuning, and validating multiple Hands Free and Speech
Recognition infotainment systems. Jesse has a specialty in automotive
telecom transducer research and development, packaging, and validation. He
holds patents for inventing wideband microphones for automobiles.
Furthermore, Jesse has experience developing in-vehicle conference calling,
in-vehicle communication systems, and active noise cancellation and has
earned another 5 patents for work these areas.
Jesse has core competencies in speech processing theory and application,
knowledge of the latest telecom standards and emerging technologies,
subjective hands-free testing and tuning, automated speech recognition
testing, audio, and acoustics.
Jesse has a BS degree in Mechanical Engineering from Kettering University, a
MS in Acoustics from Penn State, and32
is a PhD Candidate in Physics at
Wayne State University.
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12T Ian Ko is a graduate from University of California Riverside
with Econ major and went to Japan to study and Master at
Waseda University for Asia Pacific Relations. Ian had high
interest in Speaker industry, while he was in school, he worked
at Competition sound works as professional installer. Many of
his projects went to car shows like Hot Import nights etc. He is
the 2nd generation of Maeden Innovation (tinsel wire
manufacturer for speakers) and has been working in family
business for the past 10 years. During his time working at Maeden, Ian has
constantly improved tinsel wire capability and also expended the usage of tinsel
into many different industries.
13T Robert Werner was born in Nordhausen, Germany, in 1984.
He studied electrical engineering at the Dresden University of
Technology with focus on acoustics and signal processing. In
2009, he received a Diploma degree for his thesis “Detection and
localization of flow noise and other impulsive distortion for quality
control of loudspeaker systems” which was supervised by Dresden Technical University and the Klippel GmbH in Dresden.
After his graduation, he joined the Klippel GmbH where he is currently
engaged in the research and development of loudspeaker measurement
systems with focus on QC applications.
15T Mike Klasco is the president of Menlo Scientific Ltd, providing
consulting services to the audio industry for 35 years. Known as
the small company with big clients, Menlo has undertaken product
development guidance and sourcing for large and small clients.
Mike also contributes regularly to Voice Coil magazine,
AudioXpress and The Audio Voice on-line newsletter.
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16T Peter Larsen, B.Sc. EE. started his career with SEAS in
1974 and was Chief Engineer for Vifa-Speak 1979-1987.
Thereafter Dynaudio 1987-1990 and JBL in USA until 1993.
From 1993 Peter Larsen has worked as an independent
consultant for leading loudspeaker factories all over the world:
Audax in France, KEF Audio in UK, Goldmax in China, VifaSpeak in Denmark, Peerless Fabrikkerne of India, NXT in UK,
Microlab in China, Apple in USA and many others.
During the period as an independent consultant Peter Larsen has specialized in
in-depth analysis of loudspeakers and manufacturing techniques, research
concerning new components and materials, advanced Acoustic Finite Element
modelling, new measuring methods, novel speaker design concepts and
development of several customized products (private label).
During the same period Peter Larsen has developed and marketed globally
special FINE-software for speaker development and design.

17B Adrian Weidmann started his professional career as an
Electroacoustic Sales Engineer for Brüel & Kjær in Denmark. He
started the Brüel & Kjær Pro Audio Group (later becoming DPA
Microphones) and was responsible for the international
introduction, marketing and sales of the award-winning B&K
4000 Series professional microphones. He then went on to work
with Neve through the 1990’s and a digital signage start-up
before striking out on his own in 2003.
Spanning more than 30 years of introducing various emerging
digital media technologies, Adrian now assists brands, retailers and agencies
designing and creating digital media strategies and activating intelligent
cross-channel shopper marketing communication and media delivery tactics
that connect brands and shoppers whether at home, in life or in-store.
Adrian has been a pioneer in all aspects of digital media communication from
content creation, curation, configuration, publishing and delivery to digitally
empowered shoppers by way of media channels of their choice. He has
merged his unique perspective and insight to the art and science of digital
media with analytical business fundamentals to assist brands, retailers and
their agencies alike to realize the full potential of integrated cross-channel and
digital shopper marketing and merchandising experience solutions to enable
integrated marketing conversion with measureable results
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18T Sean Olive is Acoustic Research Fellow for Harman
International, where he has worked since 1993. He directs the
Corporate R&D group, whose research has mainly focused on
the perception and measurement of sound reproduction
including loudspeakers, room acoustics, automotive audio, and
currently headphones. From 1986-1993, he was a research
scientist at the National Research Council of Canada where he
worked with Dr. Floyd Toole.
Sean received a Bachelor degree in Music from the University of Toronto, and
his Masters and Ph.D. degrees in Sound Recording from McGill University in
Montreal. Dr. Olive has written over 50 research papers for which he was
awarded the Audio Engineering Society (AES) Fellowship Award in 1996, and
two Publication Awards (1990 and 1995). In 2012, Sean received the Harman
Achievement Award, and in 2013 the ALMA Titanium Driver Award for
scientific contributions to the loudspeaker and headphone industry. Sean is
active in several AES Technical Committees, has co-chaired two AES
conferences, and is Past AES President. He currently serves as an AES
Governor.
19B Jude Mansilla founded Head-Fi.org in 2001 as a hobby
website and forum covering premium headphone audio. In the
15 years since, Head-Fi has grown to become the world's
most visited website dedicated to premium audio, and the
launch point for many high-end audio products. The Head-Fi
community, with its over 15 million unique visitors in the past
year, has played a significant role in defining and expanding
the market for high-end personal audio products globally.
Working with Audio Precision, G.R.A.S., and Herzan, Head-Fi has also
recently assembled a state of the art audio measurement lab at its main
office in Livonia, Michigan, with audio measurements already appearing in
articles and discussions on Head-Fi, as well as on the Head-Fi TV video
episodes. The scope of measurements performed, and their inclusion in
Head-Fi content, will significantly increase in 2017.
Head-Fi also produces CanJam Global, the world's premier headphone and
personal audio expo, with CanJam shows in New York City, Los Angeles,
Singapore, London, and at the Rocky Mountain Audio Fest in Denver.
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20T Erik Wiederholtz, Bsc EET, is Staff Audio
Development Engineer at Knowles Corporation, Knowles
Corporation (NYSE: KN) is a market leader and global
supplier of advanced micro-acoustic, audio processing,
and specialty component solutions, serving the mobile
consumer electronics, communications, medical, military,
aerospace, and industrial markets.

21B Tony Ostrom is President of the Wireless Speaker &
Audio (WiSA) Association, an industry group dedicated to
bringing the industry’s only fully interoperable, high resolution, multi-channel wireless audio capability to consumer
and professional products. His 25-year career in the consumer electronics industry has been focused on product
planning and development, consumer research, go-tomarket planning, technology integration, marketing and
training.
22T Vince Rey joined Bruel & Kjaer in 2013 and he is
responsible for all Telecom / Audio applications on the
West Coast and Texas. Prior to this, Vince worked in the
Automotive NVH (noise vibration and harmony) industry for
12 years. As a hobby, he developed a software application
that does automatic music transcription (Wave to MIDI) for polyphonic acoustic
instruments.
24B J. Andrew McKinney, Jr. is an audio nerd with a law firm
specializing solely in Intellectual Property matters (patents,
trademarks, copyrights, trade secrets and related transactions
and disputes). Mr. McKinney’s practice is designed to help
clients establish or maintain cost effective intellectual property
strategies and procedures for protecting proprietary information
and he has obtained many patents for a variety of clients
specializing in loudspeakers and audio playback systems.
Mr. McKinney is an avid amateur loudspeaker builder and tinkerer (1975present), was a contributor to Voice Coil magazine (1995-1997) and was a
columnist in the ALMA newsletter ALMANews writing the “Ask Andy” series on
patent issues. He has also chaired a series of panel discussions on topics
related to patent protection for loudspeakers and chaired ALMA’s patents and
prior art committee.
36
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27T Peter Wulf-Andersen is synonymous with G.R.A.S. –
he co-founded the company with Gunnar Rasmussen in
1993. Peter holds a degree within Electronic Engineering
from the Danish Technical University.
Since the beginning Peter has been involved not only in
managing the company, but in developing solutions for
various industries. Through countless customer interactions
and partner meetings Peter has spearheaded multiple development
projects, and transformed customer requests into the products which
clients around the world rely on for testing purposes.
Peter is responsible for GRAS’ presence in China, and through this he has
had numerous interactions with Consumer Electronics stakeholders, and
this is what drives GRAS’ efforts in this industry.
28T John Clough joined PCB Piezotronics in early 2016, as
the Business Development Manager for the Acoustic
group. For decades John worked for world class manufacturing firms, who serve global markets. Operational experience
in Project Management coupled with external focus managing
Global Accounts allows him to lead PCB into new niche
segments. John has a BS in Industrial Distribution from
Clarkson College, and an MBA in Finance from Loyola College in
Maryland.
29T Jesse Gratke Please see 11T
Daniel Knighten has a wealth of experience testing all types of
audio and audio electronic devices, and offers applications support to Listen’s global customer base. Prior to Listen, Inc. he
held various sales, engineering and support positions at Audio
Precision for over 10 years, where he acquired a wealth of practical experience testing a wide range of electroacoustic and
electronic devices. In addition to his role at Listen, he is also director and
founder of Portland Tool & Die, a company that designs and manufactures
audio test interfaces which are exclusively distributed by Listen.
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31T Wolfgang Klippel studied electrical engineering at the
University of Technology in Dresden, in the former East
Germany, where his initial studies focused on speech
recognition. Afterwards, he joined a loudspeaker company in
the eastern part of Germany where he was engaged in
transducer modelling, acoustic measurement and
psychoacoustics. He later returned to his studies and received
a Ph.D in Technical Acoustics in 1987.
After spending a post-doctoral year at the Audio Research Group in
Waterloo, Canada and working at Harman/JBL in Northridge, CA, he
returned to Dresden in 1997 and founded Klippel GmbH, a company that
develops novel control and measurement systems dedicated to
loudspeakers and other transducers.
Dr. Klippel has also been engaged as Professor of Electro-acoustics at the
University of Technology in Dresden since 2007. His papers and tutorials
on loudspeaker modeling and measurement – particulary those on large
signal behaviour and physical distortion mechanisms – are considered
reference works in the field.
32T Dr. Andrew Barnard has been an Assistant Professor
of Mechanical Engineering-Engineering Mechanics at
Michigan Technological University (MTU) since 2014. Dr.
Barnard holds B.S. and M.S. degrees from MTU and a
Ph.D. in Acoustics from Penn State. He has previously
worked as a Research Associate for 8 years at the Applied
Research Lab at Penn State in the structural acoustics
department. Dr. Barnard has interests in mechanical
vibration, noise control, and acoustics. His specialties include dynamic test and measurements, acoustic intensity, nearfield
acoustic
holography, experimental modal analysis, room acoustics, acoustic
material characterization, outdoor sound propagation, and theoretical
acoustics. Other interests include loudspeaker design and fabrication,
architectural acoustics, and acoustics/vibration instruction. Dr. Barnard
has authored 11 peer reviewed journal articles, and 31 conference papers and magazine articles.
32T Mahsa Asgarisabet is a PhD student in Mechanical
Engineering at Michigan Technological University (MTU)
since January 2015. She is working on developing a
thermal model of carbon nanotube speakers and utilizing
these speakers in active noise control. She received her
BS and MS degrees in Mechanical Engineering from
38
Mechanical Engineering
Department of Tabriz University
and Tarbiat Modares University in 2010 and 2014, respectively. Her research interests include Dynamic systems, Noise Control, Vibration and Acoustics.
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33T Dennis Hansen studied Cand. Polyt. At the technical
faculty at the University of Southern Denmark. Got his
M.Sc.Eng in Acoustics in 2010. Has been working at
Scan-Speak A/S since late 2011 and in the R&D department
since January 2012. At Scan-Speak A/S Dennis is
developing multiple kinds of drivers from tweeters to large
woofers for OEM and customers in both Home Audio and
Automotive. Latest development is the Ellipticor tweeter
presented during the High-End Show in Munich 2017.
34T Wolfgang Klippel see 31T
35T Robert Werner see 13T

36T Dr. Stephen C. Thompson has nearly four decades of
experience in the design and analysis of acoustic transducers for a wide range of applications. He is currently a Professor of Acoustics in the graduate Program in Acoustics at
Penn State University.

37T Brian MacMillan is the Associate General Manager at
NTi Audio in Tigard, Oregon. He was previously Product
Manager– Instrumentation and other functions for 7 years at
Bruel and Kjar in Denmark. He is a graduate of University of
Cincinnati
38B Dan Foley is an experienced technical sales and
applications engineer with a background that includes 12
years as a sales engineer and U.S. Manager of the
Environmental Noise Group for Brüel & Kjær, 6 years as
VP of Sales at Listen, Inc., and 5 years at Bose
Corporation. He is an expert in the field of acoustics and
has extensive experience with audio-related standards
committees, including those associated with the IEEE, AES, and
Bluetooth SIG organizations. Dan currently serves as the President of
ALMA (Association of Loudspeaker Manufacturing and Acoustics).
39

Exibitors
Booth #1 AUDIOXPRESS/VOICECOIL Combining great
40 articles, projects, tips and techniques for producing the best in
quality audio AudioXpress connects manufacturers and
distributors with audio engineers and enthusiasts eager for
innovative solutions in sound, acoustic and electronics.
Voice Coil, the periodical for the loudspeaker industry, delivers product
reviews, company profiles, industry news, and design tips straight to
professional audio engineers and manufacturers who have the authority to
make powerful purchasing decisions. The Loudspeaker Industry Sourcebook
is the most comprehensive collection of listings on loudspeaker material in the
industry. Purchasers and decision makers refer to the guide for an entire year
when making selections on drivers, finished systems, adhesives, domes,
crossovers, voice coils, and everything in between. http://
www.audioxpress.com/
Booth #2 NTI AUDIO NTi Audio AG is a leading
manufacturer of test and measurement solutions for
acoustics, audio and vibration applications. NTi Audio’s main
product lines are the handheld EXEL line and production line
test systems combining the modular FLEXUS audio analyzer together with
measurement microphones, acoustical sources and fixtures for complete turnkey solutions based on PureSound – a unique defects-analysis technology .
www.nti-audio.com
Booth #3 CRY Sound Co., Inc. In nearly two decades, the
enterprise always focuses on technical promotion in acoustic
testing. All of our acoustic testers are researched and
developed independently and have reached international
advanced level. There are series products in more than ten
models and they are widely used in performance testing of electroacoustic
de-vice, such as headphone, microphone, loudspeaker, telephone re-ceiver,
buzzer, ultrasonic device, etc. And our products are also used in testing and
analysis of environmental noise and vibration. Since 2006, the enterprise has
launched independently developed standard microphone that has been
accepted by many electroacoustic testers and manufacturers of sound level
meter and that has been also used widely. www.crysound.com
Booth #4 Radian Audio, Inc. Based in Orange, California
is a major player in the O.E.M. loudspeaker component
business, the sound contractor/fixed installation market
and the portable/tour sound industry.
40
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Booth #5 MENLO SCIENTIFIC Menlo
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Scientific has introduced many new
technologies and materials directly to Asian
Factories looking for a competitive edge in the market. Among them,
Ferrotec, DuPont, and others. Menlo Scietific also works with owners of
large speaker and audio electronics factories in Korea, Japan, Taiwan,
Philipines, and China. Menlo has personal relationships with the
management and staff of factories building everything from enclosures to
crossovers, amplifiers, and speaker cones. http://www.sysid-labs.com/
Booth #6 FERROTEC CORP. Ferrotec is a
diversified technology company with a worldwide
presence in a broad array of end products,
manufacturing systems, and industries. We provide our customers with
advanced material, component, and assembly solutions that make their
products work better, more precisely, and more reliability. Founded on a
technology core of Ferrofluid magnetic liquid and Ferrofluidic® sealing
products, our company and our product portfolio have grown to meet the
evolving needs of our customers. Ferrotec is now a global enterprise
characterized by substantial intercompany cooperation in research,
manufacturing and marketing of products. https://www.ferrotec.com
Booth #7 HEAD acoustics HEAD acoustics GmbH
in Herzogenrath near Aachen, Germany, is one of
the world’s leading companies for integrated
acoustics solutions as well as sound and vibration
analysis. In the telecommunications industry, the
company is receiving global accolades for its expertise and its pioneering
role in the development of hardware and software for measuring,
analyzing, and optimizing speech and audio quality. HEAD acoustics
offers a broad portfolio of products and services covering almost any
application in the areas of sound design for technical products and the
enhancement of speech and audio quality in the telecommunications industry. www.head-acoustics.com
Booth #8 MATERION For applications demanding custom design, high reliability and top quality
fabrication, your dependable, beryllium foil source is Materion Electrofusion. Materion Electrofusion is the leading
supplier of high-purity beryllium foil products, including flat and formed foils
for x-ray tubes and detectors; x-ray window assemblies with and without
metallic target coatings; ultra-high vacuum (UHV) components, chambers
and beam pipes for high-energy research;
and a diverse array of acoustic
41
domes for the audio market. https://materion.com
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Booth #9 AUDIO PRECISION Audio Precision is the
recognized standard in audio test. For over thirty years,
AP has offered high-performance audio analyzers,
accessories and applications to help engineers worldwide design, validate,
characterize and manufac-ture consumer, professional and industrial audio
products. Ongoing innovation has been a key theme for the organization
since its founding, with market-leading THD+N performance, a wide range of
digital inter-faces, software that combines power with ease-of-use, and tools
for electro-acoustic and perceptual audio testing. www.ap.com
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Booth #10 WARKWYN / MISCO Warkwyn is
an acoustic R&D company that helps our
customers develop superior transducers and loudspeaker systems for the
professional and consumer marketplaces. We operate the most
sophisticated independent acoustic measurement lab in North America and
offer Klippel analysis for transducers and systems developed in-house and
elsewhere. We are comfortable working alongside your existing
development team or as the sole developer. Either way, Warkwyn will help
your products be more competitive and cost effective. The state-of-the-art
measurement tools by Klippel GmbH allow you to see vibrational behavior
on a microscopic level while operating under real world (large signal)
conditions. Armed with the perfect clarity afforded by micro and macro
analysis you will be able to design and build better performing, more
consistent and more cost effective products than your competitors.
www.warkwyn.com
Booth #11 G.R.A.S. Sound & Vibration Since
the establishment in 1994, GRAS have been
100% dedicated to developing and manufacturing
high-quality measurement microphones and related acoustic equipment.
We are founded by the Danish acoustics pioneer Gunnar Rasmussen who
for more than 60 years has contributed to the world of sound and vibration
with his unique ideas and designs. From the first reproducible 1” condenser
measurement microphone that enabled quality measurements and instrumentation for acoustic calibration, Mr. Rasmussen’s ingenuity and foresight
led to the world’s most popular acoustic sensor: The 1/2” measurement
microphone. Then the 1/4” and 1/8” microphones followed with outstanding
dynamic and high-frequency capability that brought higher definition and
transparency into impulse noise diagnostics. Many variants have been
made available over the years; all based on Gunnar Rasmussen’s original
1” pressure microphone design.
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Booth #12 LOUDSOFT Peter Larsen has been
working in the loudspeaker industry since 1974.
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He started his career with SEAS, was Chief
Engineer for Vifa 1979-1987 and for Dynaudio 1987-1990. Until 1993 he
worked with JBL in USA. From 1993 Peter Larsen has worked as an independent consultant for leading loudspeaker factories all over the world:
Audax in France, KEF Audio in UK, Goldmax in China, Vifa-Speak in Denmark, Peerless Fabrikkerne of India, NXT in UK, Microlab in China, Apple
in USA and many others. During the period as an independent consultant
Peter Larsen has specialized in in-depth analysis of loudspeakers and
manufacturing techniques, research concerning new components and materials, advanced Acoustic Finite Element modelling, new measuring methods, novel speaker design concepts and development of several customized products (private label). http://www.loudsoft.com/

Booth #13 Dr. Kurt Muller GmbH Dr. Kurt
Müller GmbH & Co. KG was founded in 1934
in Berlin. Our core business is the development and production of loudspeaker components in all kinds of applications. We use materials on the latest technological level with the highest
precision, effectiveness and durability. Cones in sandwich de-sign, treated
aluminium, titanium and kevlar are some examples of our applications.
Today Dr. Kurt Müller GmbH & Co KG is a leading interna-tional supplier
for acoustic parts to the main loudspeaker companies with over 70 years
experience. www.kurtmueller.com
Booth #14 SBAcoustics Built from the foundation
of a company with decades of manufacturing
experience and partnered with an engineering
group touted for their revolutionary designs. SB
Acoustics was formed to bring an alternative to the hi-end transducer market. Marrying the design talents of Danesian Audio( Denmark ), a company filled with industry
veterans, responsible for many well known and revolutionary designs, and
manufacturing partner Sinar Baja Elec-tric ( Indonesia ), a vertically
integrated company with more than 27 years of transducer manufacturing
experience. We feel we have been able to create an affordable line of
products, without compromising acoustic performance for cost. Ultimately,
we invite you to judge. www.sbacoustics.com
Booth #16 Store Stream Metrics We design, activate, measure
and optimize digital media solutions based upon quantitative evidence that forge an emotional connection with your shoppers by
combining data analytics and storytelling. Our core sectors of
43
expertise are retail, QSR, digital
signage, digital asset
management, digital media workflows and publishing solutions.
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Booth #18 COMSOL Our customers are researchers
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and engineers working for leading technical
enterprises, research labs, and universities. Our products help them design
and develop better products. Our customers make our cars and aircrafts safer
and more energy efficient, they enhance the reception to our cell phones, they
search for new energy sources, explore the universe, develop medical
equipment enabling more accurate diagnosis, and they educate the next
generation of scientists. www.comsol.com
Booth #19 BeStar Electronics Co., Ltd, established in 1996,
is a Global Technology Enterprise in Jiangsu, China focused on
the development, production and sales of electro-acoustic products such as loudspeakers, piezo buzzers and magnetic buzzers. Located in the vibrant New District of Changzhou and covering an area of
25,000sqm BeStar employs a staff of over 900 employees, including 120
Technical and Administrative personnel. www.bestartech.com

Booth #20 PCB PIEZOTRONICS PCB Piezotronics was
founded in 1967 as a manufacturer of piezoelectric quartz
sensors, accelerometers, and associated electronics for
the measurement of dynamic pressure, force, and
vibration. The unique expertise of the company was the incorporation of
microelectronic signal conditioning circuitry within these sensors to make
them easier to use and more environmentally compatible. These ICP®
sensors gained wide popularity and became the foundation for the
company's success. Subsequent growth and steady investment in
facilities, machinery, and equipment permitted a constant broadening of
the product offering. Measurement capabilities expanded with the addition
of piezoceramic, tourmaline, capacitive, piezoresistive, and strain gage
sensing technologies. Ensuing products include industrial accelerometers,
DC accelerometers, load cells, torque sensors, microphones, pressure
transmitters, and calibration equipment. http://www.pcb.com/

PCB Piezotronics AISE2018 Product Showcase
Booth # 20
Quality measurements, versatile design for the
audio market
A new, patent pending, universal 48V preamplifier from PCB
Piezotronics, Inc. reduces project costs by allowing users to
interchange multiple test microphone cartridges to meet
unique testing requirements. Model 426A14 adapts to any IEC
61094-4 compliant, prepolarized microphone for use in loud44 microphone and amplifier modeling, and live
speaker design,
sound or high definition recording applications.

Exibitors
Booth #21 LISTEN, INC. Listen is a world45leader in
audio and electroacoustic test and measurement.
Founded in 1995, the company has pioneered
electroacoustic measurement techniques for 20
years and sets the standard in the marketplace with powerful and
innovative test methods and algorithms, fast and flexible testing, and
excellent service and customer support. Listen invests heavily in R&D,
regularly presenting papers on new measurement techniques at
conferences and refining its algorithms to remain at the cutting edge of
measurement technology. In addition to its own research and
development, the company listens to its customers and solicits regular
feedback which is incorporated into its product development plan to
ensure that products evolve to meet the increasingly diverse needs of our
customer base. http://www.listeninc.com

Booth #22 GLOBE PLASTICS Globe Composites
specialize in providing superior value in thermoset
and thermoplastic molding of parts ranging in size
from the head of a pin to a truck hood and anywhere
in between. In 2008 Globe attained ISO 9001:2008 status and since then
Globe has become AS 9100C certified firm and is listed on the Oasis
database to give our customers and potential customers confidence
relating to our quality, consistency and reliability.
http://www.globecomposites.com/

Booth #23 Brüel & Kjær’s mission is to help our
customers’ measure and manage the quality of
sound and vibration in their products and in the
environment. Brüel & Kjær’s vision is to be the first choice and long-term
business partner, delivering innovative technical solutions, which create
sustainable value for our customers. We will be a profitable business and a
great place to work. https://www.bksv.com

(PCB Product Showcase Continued from previous page)
The 48V preamplifier may be purchased as a standalone or as a system when paired with any of
PCB’s prepolarized microphone cartridges. All mated pair systems come with accredited calibration
certificates. With this flexibility, speaker manufacturers can analyze lower amplitudes down to 15.5
dBA with a ½” test and measurement grade cartridge. A quick switch to a ¼” cartridge provides the
capability to quantify transients and perform other types of measurements across a wide frequency
range from 4 Hz to 100 kHz. The fast response time of this microphone system is used to improve
sound quality. With 1% Total Harmonic Distortion (THD) at 156 dB SPL, PCB’s ¼” cartridges provide
increased sound intelligibility at high volume levels,
45 a key quality metric for loud speaker design.
Microphones from PCB® have a proprietary metal alloy diaphragm which provides superior stability
and accuracy under changing temperature, humidity, and static pressure conditions as compared to
low cost, electret microphones with plastic diaphragms.
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Booth #24 Yota Office Wireless Solutions has the
breadth and depth of aftermarket product that will
satisfy any retail environment. From holsters to
cases, travel chargers and vehicle power adapters,

Booth #25 GYT Xianmen Great Sound Technology
Ltd Thai Technology Co., Ltd. of Xiamen tone crown four
special economic zones located in one of China's
Xiamen City, Fujian Province. The company has an
independent legal entity. professional production of speakers, receivers,
and other electronic products, mainly used in notebook computers,
monitors, GPS, mobile phones, digital cameras, portable DVD and
high-tech products.
Booth #26 WiSA Established in 2011, the WiSA Association
is an industry group dedicated to promoting the adoption of
WiSA-compliant wireless audio technology. The association
fosters interoperability testing between CE devices and high-performance
wireless speakers. Headquartered in Sunnyvale, California, the Association
is structured around four component groups. www.wisaasssociation.org
Booth #27 InfoComm 2018 is the largest
professional audiovisual trade show in the United
States, with thousands of products for audio, unified
communications and collaboration, display, video, control, digital signage,
home automation, security, VR, and live events. www.infocommshow.org/
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Daniel Foley
President/Director
Audio Precision

Alan Babb
Vice President/Director
Bosch Communications

Tom Heed
Legal Counsel
Heed Law Group

Vanessa Rene
Vice President
Ferrotec

Mark Beach
Treasurer/Director
Beach Dynamics

Barry Vogel
Executive Director
Ultimate Edge Success Strategies

2018 Executive Committee

Louis Esparza
Director
QSC

Mark Glazer
Director
Harman

Jerry McNutt Jacob Soendergaard
Director
Director
Eminence
Head acoustics
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Seminars, Papers, Forums, and Advertorials
are color coded for easy reference.
Each presentation is also numbered to
correspond from the schedule to the
Program.
All sessions are also Content coded:
B = Business Track
E = Education (Student) Track
S = Standards Related
T = Technical Content

*The schedule is accurate at the time of print. Additions and other changes may occur after going to
print. Please check the monitor at registration and the signage outside NAPA A thru D for the most
accurate schedule. Program content not available at press time will be updated in the online edition.

How to find your way at AISE 2018
South Point Hotel & Casino Convention Center
From the hotel/casino main entrance: Go straight back to the escalator on the right. AISE
Registration and service is on the left. Exhibits and food services in Grand Ballroom B on
the left down the hall. Breakout sessions in NAPA A/B and C, D on the right across from
Exhibits.
Monday Open Board Meeting: Convention Center hallway to the end. Turn right. Monarch.
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